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ABSTRACT  

A Test Bed Environment allows for rigorous, transparent, and replicable testing of scientific 

theories. However, in software development these test beds can be specified hardware and 

software environment for the application under test. Though the existing open source test bed 

environments in Integrated Development Environment (IDE)s are capable of supporting the 

development of Java application types, test reports are generated by third party developers. 

They do not enhance the utility and the performance of the system constructed. Our proposed 

system, we have created a customized test bed environment for core java application programs 

used to generate the test case report using generated control flow graph. This can be obtained 

by developing a new mini compiler with additional features.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

Software testing is a process of inspecting the performance of software. As a part of any software 

development process, software testing represents an opportunity to deliver quality software and 

substantially reduce development cost. It is a great challenge to design test bed environments to 

achieve effective testing whereby most of the defects in the system are revealed by utilizing a 

limited quantity of resources. 

 

The existing systems such as Net Beans and Eclipse have their own text editor for writing java 

programs and generating test cases for the same. But the drawback is that they cannot read as an 

input any other java source file written in any of the text editors like notepad, command prompt. 

Our system overcomes NetBeans and Eclipse drawbacks by building up a test bed environment 
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that accepts java source file written in any text editor, check for the syntax, structure of the same 

and hence generate the test case reports for the core java program. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2 presents about the proposed system. The 

architecture and implementation details are described in sections 3 and 4 respectively. In section 

5, presents the conclusion. Section 6 we outline further enhancement in the area of test bed 

environment. 

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

System Strategy 

We proposed to browse the *.java file as an input file. This .java file is then passed to the token 

parser, flow graph analyzer and watch variable handler. *.xml file is generated by them which are 

then passed to path synthesizer and plan synthesizer. Control flow is then passed to test case 

generator engine generating test case reports and modified *.java files. 

White box Testing  

White box testing strategy deals with the internal logic and structure of the code is also called as 

glass, structural, open box or clears box testing. The tests written based on the white box testing 

strategy incorporate coverage of the code written, branches, paths, statements and internal logic 

of the code etc. This testing needs the tester to look into the code and find out which unit or 

statement or chunk of the code is malfunctioning. 

 

Control flow Graph 

Control flow (or alternatively, flow of control) refers to the order in which the individual 

statements, instructions, or function calls of an imperative or a declarative program are executed 

or evaluated.  

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Figure below gives an architectural view of the system. .java file is been browsed for which the 

test cases are to be generated. This .java file is then passed to the token parser. Tokens generated 

here are then passed to the flow graph analyzer and watch variable handler. .xml files generated 

by them are then passed to path synthesizer and plan synthesizer. Control flow is then passed to 

test case generator engine. Test case engine then generates the test case reports and .java files. 
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 Figure 1.System Architecture  

3.1 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Browsing .java files 

A java file for which the test cases are to be generated is written in any text editor and is 

compiled. This java program is then browsed by the system. The system is not concerned about 

the editor file in which the program is written. 

B. Token parser 

The token parser reads in a sequence of characters and produces a sequence of objects called 

“Tokens”. The rule used to break the sequence of characters into the sequence of tokens depends 

on the language. The parser refers the language repository which stores the tokens for java 

language. The tokens generated by the token parser are then passed on to the flow analyzer and 

watch variable handler. 

C. Flow graph analyzer 

Flow graph analyzer uses the token produced by the token parser and analyzes the control flow of 

the program using control table, functions and ‘JGraphX’ Application Program Interface (API). 

Control table gives the syntax of the controls and function gives the flow of the function along 

with the proper entry and exit conditions.   
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D. Watch variable handler 

Watch variable handler will take up the tokens produced by the token parser and will give the 

changes in the values of the variable occurring in a particular loop or class or global variable and 

also identifies the type of variable. It will also generate the .xml file for the same. 

E. Path synthesizer and Plan synthesizer 

The .xml files being received from flow graph analyzer and watch variable handler are combined 

by the path synthesizer and plan synthesizer to generate another .xml file containing the flow 

analysis along with the changes in variable value and variable type. This .xml file is given to test 

case generator engine.  

F. Test case generator engine 

The syntax analyzer passes the result to the Test case generator engine. The test case generator 

engine makes the graphical visualization of the result obtained from syntax analyzer and then 

performs cyclomatic testing. The test report is then been generated. 

     

 Figure 2.Test case Generator Engine 

i. XML Parser 

The Synthesized XML file obtained from the path synthesizer and plan synthesizer is given to 

XML parser. SAXP is one of Java XML programming API, provides capability of validating and 

parsing XML documents. Finally, it creates Java objects and manipulates them. 

ii. Stub Insertion Logic 

Stubs are classes that provide replacement implementations for the generated java objects by the 

xml parser. This stub is a replacement class is given as input to debug profile generator. 

iii. Debug Profile Generation 

Debug profile generator gives a modified .java file to the user with some additional information 

related to stub output. This helps to detect errors and causes of errors. 
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iv.Test Case Reporting 

Test case reporting takes the input from xml parser to directly generate the test reports for the 

user or tester. Report can also identify any remaining deficiencies, limitations or constraints that 

were detected by the testing performed. 

4. RELATED WORK 

We have been successful in building up an IDE or an application that accepts java source file 

written in any text editor and we check for the syntax and structure of the same. Thus, our 

application can now generate the control flow graph for the java programs as shown in the figure 

3. 

The table given below illustrates the comparison between automated testing tools available and 

that generated by our system.  
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Comparison 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

The existing systems such as Net Beans and Eclipse which are two of them have their own text 

editor for writing java programs and generating test cases for the same. But the drawback is that 

they cannot read as an input from any other java source file written in any of the text editors like 

notepad, command prompt etc. 

6. FURTHER ENCHANCEMENTS 

 
We have developed the test cases for Java it is possible to extend the project domain to JavaEE 

and Java ME. We aspire to generalize our domain for any program file extensions like .CPP or .C 

taken as an input for the application. These all can form sub-module and all the test generation of 

different languages can be integrated. It is also extend for resolving expressions with the search 

mechanism. The Speed at which the report is generated will be increased efficiently. In future 

improvement in the system Syntax analyzer can check for compilation errors. 

 

 

 

 

 Advantages Disadvantages 

Netbeans It has its own text editor, rich 

IDE support for J2EE 

application. Multi browser 

support  

It requires plug-ins to support other server-side 

languages such as ASP, PHP etc.  

Eclipse Multi browser & different 

language support. Has its 

own text editor and very 

user- friendly.  

Plug-ins are used  to generate test reports, 

which cannot accept the input file from other 

text editors like command prompt, notepad etc.  

Sahi Multi browser support - Has 

its own IDE - Record and 

playback tests 

Confusing interface - Least developed/smallest 

community 

Our system Has its own test bed, 

independent of the editor file.  

Supports only Java programs. 
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